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generate ideas for institutional reform that have

some realistic prospect of implementation — we

asked Massicotte to consider ways that electoral

reform might actually come about. He identifies

three possible avenues: the election of a minority

government dependent for support on parties that

stand to gain from electoral reform, a referendum

allowing the Canadian people to vote on the issue,

and a court challenge based on the Charter. Mas-

sicotte considers the first and third more likely

routes, since referenda in Canada can only be ini-

tiatied by political elites, who are unlikely to do so

if wary of the probable outcome. But there are sig-

nificant hurdles under the other scenarios too. If

the case for reform has intrinsic merit, parlaying

that into momentum for change remains the

biggest challenge. 

Note: Professor Massicotte’s text was prepared prior

to the November 2000 federal election. The results of

that election and its implications for electoral reform

are discussed in a short postscript.
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Editors’ Note

W hen changes to Canada’s political

institutions are contemplated,

whether by academics, pundits, or

political actors, electoral reform is often near the

top of the list. From among the manifold ways of

translating votes into seats, Canada uses one of

the oldest and simplest, first-past-the-post,

wherein members are elected in single member

constituencies based on a simple plurality of the

vote. In the 1993, 1997 and 2000 federal elections,

this system produced sizable distortions in the

translation of votes into seats, especially for par-

ties whose support was thinly spread across the

country. 

The influence of first-past-the-post on the long-

term evolution of the federal party system was

chronicled in the first Choices paper in the

Strengthening Canadian Democracy series

(Richard Johnston, “Canadian Elections at the

Millennium”) as were some of its baneful effects

on Canadian governance in the five-party era. In

this second paper in the series, Louis Massicotte

undertakes a critical examination of alternative

electoral systems involving greater measures of

proportional representation (PR). While recog-

nizing some of the drawbacks involved in altering

electoral systems, Massicotte concludes that the

overall balance sheet comes up positive. Aside

from the obvious benefits of PR — a fairer rela-

tionship between votes and seats and enhanced

regional representation for most parties — he also

considers other potential consequences, such as

modified job descriptions for MPs and a reduction

in prime ministerial power. The analysis through-

out is couched in comparative context by invok-

ing the experience of other countries that have

long had PR systems in place. 

In keeping with the overarching objective of the

Strengthening Canadian Democracy project — to
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Some form of proportional representation has

usually been advocated as a remedy to these prob-

lems, though other formulas like alternative vot-

ing or second ballots have also been advocated, if

less frequently. This paper takes up the debate,

assessing the merits of different electoral systems

in the Canadian context and analyzing the cur-

rent prospects for reform. We begin with a review

of the chief arguments raised against the existing

electoral system.

Problems with Canada’s
Current Electoral System
Regional polarization

R egionalism has been a central feature

of Canadian federal elections at vari-

ous points in the country’s history.

This has taken two forms. First, building on the

perception that a region was disadvantaged by pol-

icy decisions of the federal government, political

parties have emerged with a strictly regional

agenda and electoral support in one region only.

Second, even political parties with a more

national perspective have received quite unequal

support in the country’s regions, at times sweep-

ing some while being shut out in others.

Some degree of electoral regionalism can be

found in most democracies, whether unitary or

federal, either because a few regionalist parties

have been represented in parliament for a long

time, or because some regions tend to support a

specific party more than do others. Yet the extent

of electoral regionalism, measured on the basis of

seats won by parties, is higher in Canada than in

Germany, Australia, Switzerland, Spain and even

Belgium.

In the 1997 general election, all but two of

Ontario’s 103 seats went to the Liberals. Elsewhere

in the country the Liberals won the most seats in

only three other, small provinces, namely New-
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Introduction

C anada belongs to the minority among

the established democracies (together

with Britain and the United States)

that have kept the first-past-the-post electoral sys-

tem used in the nineteenth century. Most of the

other constitutional polities of Europe that had a

plurality or a majority (two-ballot) electoral sys-

tem at that time later switched to proportional

representation (PR) or to a mixed system. 

In these countries, plurality or majority for-

mulas were criticized primarily because they

resulted in national parliamentary outcomes that

did not closely reflect the votes cast for each party.

In our federally-minded country, the debate over

the electoral system is predictably dominated by

a different concern: preserving the cohesion of the

federation by ensuring that federal political par-

ties, especially the governing party, include

elected members from all regions.1

This is not, however, the only argument for elec-

toral system reform. Some have been concerned

with the failure of the existing system to provide

parties with representation corresponding to their

electoral support in the country as a whole, while

in recent years others have advocated PR as a

device that would increase the representation of

women in Parliament.2 Recently it has been

argued that given existing party alignments, first-

past-the-post condemns Canadians to decades

under Liberal governments for lack of alterna-

tives, and is driving down electoral turnout. 

Changing the Canadian
Electoral System
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regions. For example, the Liberals’ quasi-monop-

oly over Ontario seats in 1997 is based on less than

half of the popular vote (49.5 percent), while they

have won few seats in the four Western provinces

in recent elections with 24 percent to 34 percent

of the vote. Reform’s virtual sweep of Alberta’s

seats in 1997 is based on 54.6 percent of the vote,

while their respectable 19 percent score in Ontario

brought no seats at all. In Quebec, the strength of

the Bloc Québécois (44 of 75 seats, against 26 for

the Liberals), conceals the fact that the two parties

were almost evenly balanced in the popular vote

(37.9 percent vs. 36.7 percent). 

The existing electoral system has not created

regionalism. However, in recent years it has

rewarded parties with a strong regional appeal, and

disadvantaged weaker, nationally-oriented parties

that attract votes more evenly from one region to

another. With almost as many votes as Reform, the

Progressive Conservatives won many fewer seats in

the two most recent elections because their vote

was more evenly spread among regions.

An immediate consequence of this situation is

that forming a regionally representative cabinet

becomes more difficult, insofar as the governing

party has few or no elected members in some

provinces. Party caucuses are regionally skewed,

and the policies adopted by governments may dis-

criminate against unrepresented regions, or at

least are vulnerable to such accusations. This

process is somewhat self-perpetuating, since cau-

cuses dominated by members from specific

regions may slow down policy changes designed

to widen support for the party in other regions.

Fairness 
Fear of regional polarization and of its adverse

consequences on Canadian unity has remained

the driving concern among reformers. Yet Cana-

dian election results are also vulnerable to the

standard criticisms routinely raised elsewhere.

Since 1921, federal elections have produced major-

foundland, Prince Edward Island and Manitoba

and in the Northwest Territories. Elsewhere, the

Reform Party won a majority of seats in British

Columbia, Alberta and Saskatchewan; the Bloc

Québécois in Quebec; the New Democratic party

in Nova Scotia and the Yukon; while the Progres-

sive Conservatives won more seats than the other

parties in New Brunswick. Thus, each of the five

parties represented in the House of Commons

came first in at least one province or territory. Fur-

ther, the sectional nature of two of these parties was

highlighted by the fact that the Bloc Québécois

fielded no candidates outside Quebec, while the

Reform party fielded only 11 candidates in Que-

bec’s 75 seats (in 1993, it had none) and was not

able to gather a full slate of candidates in Prince

Edward Island (2 out of 4), Nova Scotia (9 out of 11),

New Brunswick (8 out of 10) or even Ontario

(where one riding had no Reform candidate).

Regionalism was also manifest in both the 1979

and 1980 elections. There were no regional parties

at that time, but the Liberals were practically oblit-

erated in the Western provinces while the Tories

failed to win more than a handful of seats in Que-

bec. Even before that, the tendency of voters in

each region to back different parties had, at times,

been a source of alarm for commentators. Writing

about the 1921 election, for example, an historian

commented: “the political map of Canada had

been transformed into a Balkan nightmare … a jig-

saw of isolated tribes, merchant guilds, and hus-

bandsmen.”3 In 1917, the country had emerged bit-

terly divided from an election focused on

conscription, with Laurier’s Liberals gaining 62 of

Quebec’s 65 seats but only 20 of the 170 seats in all

other provinces. 

To a large extent, electoral regionalism is an

undeniable fact of Canadian life and cannot be

eradicated simply by modifying electoral rules.

However, the first-past-the-post system has exag-

gerated this regionalism by amplifying both the

strengths and weaknesses of parties in different
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time. There is empirical support for this argu-

ment, as turnout tends to be higher in countries

that have proportional systems.5 The decrease in

turnout at federal elections to 69 percent in 1993

and to 67 percent in 1997 — down from a postwar

average of 75 percent — lends greater salience to

this dimension of the issue.

Under-representation of women
Women, who represent more than one-half of

the total population, currently constitute only one-

fifth of the members of the House of Commons. As

the percentage of women sitting in legislatures

elected by proportional representation tends on

average to be higher, many scholars have identified

single-member districts as an obstacle to female

candidates. The rationale is that multi-member

districts require parties to field lists of candidates,

making it easier to ensure gender balance on the

ticket (and possibly ethnic and linguistic balance

too). With single-member districts, parties tend to

select candidates that fit the prevailing stereotype

of the politician as a middle-aged male.

Equal gender representation in the House of

Commons could also be achieved by keeping first-

past-the-post but switching to dual member dis-

tricts, each electing one male and one female

member, with each voter casting one ballot for

each seat. Though this would solve the problem of

women’s under-representation, it has not been

advocated so far for Canada as a whole. A scheme

of this sort was recently put forward for territorial

elections in Nunavut, but was rejected in a refer-

endum held in May 1997. The main reasons for its

rejection seem to be that it would have prevented

women from eventually outnumbering men in

the Assembly and would have forced women to

stand against other women. 

Democratic alternation
The Liberal party has been described as one of

the most successful parties in the democratic

world, having been in office for a total of 73 years

ity governments 15 times out of 23, yet in only

three cases (1940, 1958 and 1984) has this been

based on a majority of the popular vote. The gov-

erning Liberals’ majority at the 1997 election

rested on a mere 38 percent of the national vote.

Further, the electoral system at times has altered

the rank-ordering of party strength. In 1993, the

Bloc Québécois reached Official Opposition status

while coming fourth in the popular vote. In 1979,

Joe Clark formed a minority government just shy

of majority status, yet his party had scored only 36

percent of the vote against 40 percent for the Lib-

erals, whose popular support was heavily concen-

trated in Quebec. Results like these highlight that

the plurality system is not only unfair in ampli-

fying the representation of the leading party, but

also because it sometimes gives power to a party

that does not even have the support of a plurality

of the electorate.

There is some polling evidence that a growing

number of Canadians feel it is unacceptable that

a party can form a majority government without

winning a majority of the vote. In a survey con-

ducted this year, 49 percent considered such an

outcome unacceptable, 29 percent found it accept-

able, and 23 percent had no opinion. Ten years ear-

lier, in a similar survey, the respective figures were

39 percent, 34 percent and 27 percent.4

First-past-the-post makes it more difficult for

new parties to emerge given that they have little

chance of success unless their support is spatially

concentrated. Supporters of PR argue that politi-

cal debate would be enriched by the presence in

the House of Commons of new political forces like

the Greens.

Plurality systems are also accused of driving

down electoral turnout, insofar as the supporters

of a minority party in specific districts, knowing

in advance that their chances of winning are slim,

may choose to abstain. By the same token, sup-

porters of the party that clearly dominates in a dis-

trict may also conclude that voting is a waste of
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A peripheral issue
A preliminary consideration is that at present

few Canadians seem to care deeply about electoral

reform. Issues like the health system or the Con-

stitution arouse much more interest. The 1979 and

1980 election results generated a flurry of com-

ments in favour of the introduction of some dose

of proportional representation. In contrast, the

contributions made by advocates of change fol-

lowing the 1997 election have not generated much

reaction among politicians, columnists and the

general public. While all four opposition parties

represented in the Commons have expressed con-

cerns about the existing system and shown inter-

est in change, none is formally committed to a

specific proposal, and Parliament’s attention in

this area has been focused during the previous

decade on electoral redistribution and on changes

to the electoral machinery. There may be a

malaise, but there is certainly no strong and wide-

spread disgust with the existing system. Polls

reveal some preference for PR among Canadians,

but also disclose that they prefer majority over

minority governments.8

No panacea for regionalism
The argument that first-past-the-post increases

regional cleavages in Parliament is empirically

strong, but the inference that a reformed electoral

system would solve the problem has not gone

unchallenged. Some critics have argued that the

problem lies with the depth of regional tensions

and the strength of regional parties more than

with the electoral system. As Richard Katz has put

it, “the fundamental problem is not how voter pref-

erences are translated into a seat distribution in

the House of Commons, but the distribution of the

preferences themselves.”9 Others have pointed out

that regional polarization comes and goes: the

image of a country sharply and increasingly

divided on regional lines that was suggested by the

1979 and 1980 elections was swept away in 1984

since 1896. Years of rule by another party, in prac-

tice by the Conservatives, have been compara-

tively few and far-between. There is no evidence

that the first-past-the-post system is or has been

significantly biased in favour of the Liberal party

as such. Liberal dominance in Parliament has

reflected their lead in the popular vote, and any

party commanding a similar lead would likely

have reaped the same rewards. 

Richard Johnston has argued that the eruption

of both the Reform party and the Bloc Québécois

in 1993, combined with the precipitous decline in

Conservative and New Democratic fortunes, has

created a context that precludes any alternation in

office for the foreseeable future. The two strongest

alternatives to the ruling Liberals have little

chance of making gains outside their respective

bailiwicks, and indeed the Bloc has no intention of

expanding beyond Quebec. While they are more

nationally-oriented, the Tories are hampered by

the impact of the Mulroney legacy. Should the Tory

party vanish completely, polling evidence suggests

that its supporters, in defiance of the view that the

Tories and Reform are ideologically close, would

mostly go to the Liberals.6 The result is that there

is virtually no alternative to the Liberal party, each

of the challengers combining enough negatives to

be seen as unelectable. Johnston interprets the

downward trend of voting turnout in the 1990s as

a symptom that electors are exiting from the sys-

tem because the alternatives seem unpalatable.7

The Case Against Electoral
Reform

M ost political scientists who have

taken a stand on the electoral sys-

tem have come down on the side of

reform. Yet there is no unanimity, and various

points of the case for electoral reform have been

challenged.
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the plurality system may be partly responsible,

two points can be made. First, it is far from obvi-

ous that the decline of turnout in recent years has

much to do with the fact that electors see no alter-

native to a Liberal government. The sharpest

decline in turnout (six points) took place at the

1993 election, before the present pattern emerged.

The decline recorded in 1997 (two points) seems

comparatively mild. In addition, turnout has

declined in most democracies over the last two

decades, including those where PR prevails.

Declining turnouts can more plausibly be traced

to flagging trust in politicians and institutions

among the Canadian public, a worldwide trend

which became acute in the early 1990s.

No greater alternation in government
Finally, there is little evidence that PR guaran-

tees the alternation of parties in office. Indeed, it

arguably does the opposite by making it easier for

some parties to rise, only to be shunned by others

as unacceptable coalition partners because of

their alleged extremism. Nor does it encourage

opposition parties to fuse or to conclude alliances

in order to offer a credible alternative. This can

mean that the same group of centrist parties stays

in power for a long time. There are plenty of exam-

ples of democratic PR countries that have been

governed without interruption by the same party

or coalition of parties for decades.10 

Alternatives to the Present
System

O ne of the chief problems faced by

reformers is that Canadians are not

very familiar with other electoral sys-

tems. Plurality rule has prevailed continuously at

both the provincial and federal levels since the

beginning of elections in Canada, except in three

Western provinces, where alternative voting

and/or proportional representation through the

when Brian Mulroney won a majority of votes and

seats in every province and territory. The acute

electoral regionalism revealed by the 1921 election

had similarly vanished after a few elections with

the gradual demise of the Progressives. 

It is also argued that Canadian prime ministers

have dealt with the problem by appointing to the

cabinet senators from unrepresented regions, and

that the predominance of a specific region within

the government caucus does not necessarily

ensure that this region will automatically carry the

day on every issue. As John Courtney has noted,

even strong cabinet representation does not pre-

clude the rise of regional alienation, as exempli-

fied by the growth of Reform at a time when the

cabinet included strong ministers from the West,

or by the rise of the Bloc Québécois (and of sepa-

ratism) under prime ministers from Quebec.

Problems with the alternatives
Opponents of electoral reform have also tar-

geted the alternative formulas put forward. Pro-

portional representation brings fair representa-

tion to political parties, but also generates many

undesired consequences: political fragmentation,

coalition or minority governments, cabinet insta-

bility, and changes of government unsanctioned

by the electorate. It facilitates the emergence of

new parties, but some of these could be extremist

or farcical. Mixed systems also necessitate the

coexistence in the House of locally-elected and

regionally-elected members: might not the latter

be branded as second-class MPs, or, on the con-

trary, as the privileged few who have little con-

stituency work to do and owe their position to

their high standing with the party brass?

Questionable effects on voter turnout
The argument that first-past-the-post drives

down turnout and ensures the perpetuation in

office of the Liberals is not flawless. Even granting

that the average turnout in Canadian federal elec-

tions is lower than in most democracies and that
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In the 1997 Canadian election, slightly more

than one-third of the seats were won with more

than 50 percent of the vote.14 If a majority had been

required for election, a second ballot would have

been necessary in almost 200 ridings. Much would

have then depended on the second preferences of

voters and on alliances between parties.

Second ballots, if they are to be held in many

districts, entail a substantial increase in the cost

of elections, at least for polling day. The alterna-

tive (or preferential) voting system, guarantees

that a candidate will be elected with a majority of

the vote, and with less expense. Voters are required

to rank candidates on the ballot paper by marking

“1” beside the name of the candidate they prefer,

“2” beside their second choice and so on. On elec-

tion night, only first preferences are counted. Can-

didates obtaining more than 50 percent of first-

preferences are elected, and other preferences are

not examined. Should no candidate reach that

threshold, however, the weakest candidate is elim-

inated and the second preferences marked on his

or her ballots are transferred to the remaining

candidates. This process is continued until a can-

didate reaches a majority of the vote. Alternative

voting has been in force in Australia since the end

of World War I. Though few other countries now

use the system, it was in force for some time in

three Western Canadian provinces for provincial

elections.15

Alternative voting guarantees that winners will

be backed by a majority of the vote in their respec-

tive districts, as does the two-ballot system pro-

vided the second ballot is a run-off between the two

leading candidates. Otherwise, it does little to

reduce the vote-seat distortions found in plurality

systems. The chief advantage is to allow ideologi-

cally close but formally distinct parties to escape

obliteration by combining their vote behind a sin-

gle candidate.

What would have been the outcome of the 1997

election if an alternative voting system had been

single transferable vote were tried and later dis-

carded, the last one in 1956.11 The foreign country

with which Canadians are most familiar, the

United States, also uses a plurality system. In addi-

tion, alternative electoral systems are more com-

plex than first-past-the-post, a feature that makes

them more difficult to sell. 

There are many types of electoral systems, though

they fall broadly into four categories: simple plural-

ity or first-past-the-post, as in Britain and Canada;

majority systems, i.e. systems demanding more than

one-half of the popular vote in a district in order to

be elected; proportional representation; and mixed sys-

tems that combine proportional representation with

either a plurality or majority system.

Majority systems 
Majority systems are attractive for those who

wish to keep single-member districts but want to

raise the threshold for a member to be elected. As

under first-past-the-post, in majority systems a can-

didate may be elected with a very small proportion

of the vote, provided the remainder of the vote is

divided between the other candidates, all scoring

less individually than the leading candidate.12

There are two basic types of majority systems:

alternative voting and the two-ballot system. The

latter, used in France, is the more prevalent of the

two internationally. In this system, the candidate,

at the first ballot, needs a majority (more than 50

percent) of the popular vote in order to be elected.

If no candidate reaches that threshold, a second

and final ballot is held one or two weeks later.

Then, two different rules may apply: either the

candidate winning a plurality of the vote (as in

first-past-the-post) is elected, or the competition is

restricted to the two leading candidates on the first

ballot, one of whom will necessarily be elected

(this is known as a “run-off”). The first rule pre-

vails in French legislative elections, while the sec-

ond applies in most countries having a directly

elected president.13
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PR systems fall into two categories: list systems

(by far the most common form) and single trans-

ferable vote systems (STV). The latter, conceived

by Thomas Hare and advocated by John Stuart

Mill, has been ardently promoted in English-

speaking countries, so far with little success, but

is the only variant of PR that has been used on

occasion in Canada.18

The accuracy of representation depends mostly

on the number of seats in each district (the higher

the number, the more accurate), but also on the

specific technique used for distributing seats (the

highest average technique tends to magnify dis-

tortions and provide a “bonus” to the stronger par-

ties, while the Ste-Laguë and largest remainder

techniques produce more accurate distributions).

Some countries also provide for national seats to

top up the district results, so as to increase pro-

portionality.19

Proportional representation is normally asso-

ciated with more fragmented legislatures, as it is

easier for a small party to win seats, and with the

absence of a majority for a single party. As such,

it often leads to coalition governments or minor-

ity single-party governments.

Mixed systems
Mixed systems combine PR with a plurality or

majority system. A few basic combinations can be

identified.20 The two most common are superposi-

tion (or parallel) systems, now typified by Japan,

and corrective systems. The latter are in place in

Germany, New Zealand, Scotland and Wales, and

were proposed for Britain by the Jenkins Report

in 1998. Superposition systems combine plurality

or majority in single-member districts with PR in

larger multi-member districts. Thus there are two

sets of legislators, local and regional. Such is also

the case in corrective systems, the crucial differ-

ence being that PR seats are distributed among

parties so that the total number of seats (local and

regional) won by each party approximates its per-

used? That a counting of subsequent preferences

would have been needed in almost two-thirds of

seats suggests at first sight that the outcome might

have been substantially different, and that the Lib-

erals’ weak majority in the House would have been

jeopardized, especially by an exchange of prefer-

ences between Reformers and Tories in Ontario.

However, a simulation conducted recently found

otherwise.16 Projecting second preferences on the

basis of the second choices of voters (using data

from the Canadian Election Study), Bilodeau

found that these would have altered the result in

31 ridings out of 301. The number of Liberal seats

would have jumped from 155 to 173, while the

number of Tory seats would have increased from

20 to 27. The representation of all other parties

would have been smaller: 47 Reformers instead of

60, 36 Bloc Québécois members instead of 44 and

17 New Democrats instead of 21.17

The province-by-province results of that pro-

jection suggest that regional polarization would

have been somewhat reduced, with the Liberals

making substantial gains in Alberta and British

Columbia (at the expense of Reform) and in Que-

bec (at the expense of the Bloc). However, nei-

ther Reform nor the Tories would have made any

gains in Ontario, where the Liberals would have

kept every one of their 101 seats. Further, the dis-

tribution of seats would not have been any

“fairer,” that is proportional to the popular vote;

with 38.5 percent of the vote, the Liberals’ share

of seats would have increased from 51.5 percent

to 57.5 percent. 

Proportional representation systems
While the mechanics of PR are relatively com-

plex, the basics are relatively simple. PR requires

electoral districts with more than one member,

preferably at least four. In each district, the num-

ber of votes cast for each party is divided by a

quota, so that the “cost” of a seat is about the same

for each party.
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— full-fledged PR or a German-style mixed system

— because they alone have any chance of both pro-

ducing fairer results and addressing problems of

regional polarization, low voter turnout and the

under-representation of women. 

“Full-fledged PR” is envisaged here as an elec-

toral system where seats are allocated to parties in

proportion to their vote in 4 to 10-seat constituen-

cies.24 A “German-style system” means a mixed

electoral system where about half of MPs are

elected in single-member districts; other seats are

allocated so as to make the total distribution of

seats proportional to the votes cast for each party.

Both formulas would result in proportional out-

comes, the chief difference being that a German-

style system would retain a sizable contingent of

members from single-member districts. 

PR would have a direct impact on the shape and

size of electoral districts, the work of members of

the House of Commons and the representation of

political parties and minorities. But it would also

likely alter the way cabinets are formed and oper-

ate, their composition, their relationship with

both Houses of Parliament, and the position of the

prime minister. The federal-provincial balance

might be modified as well. We should make no

mistake about it: together with responsible gov-

ernment and disciplined parties, the first-past-the-

post system is one of the three most crucial vari-

ables that have shaped Canada’s Westminster

system of governance, both federally and provin-

cially, and replacing it with PR would likely have

sweeping consequences.

Not all the potential consequences of PR can be

anticipated. We can determine what the result of

previous elections would have been, assuming vot-

ers would have voted the same way. Such exercises

are helpful, but the conclusions that can be

derived from them are somewhat fragile, insofar

as we cannot know what the distribution of the

popular vote at future elections will be. It is even

more difficult to anticipate with certainty the

centage of the popular vote. Corrective systems

result in proportional outcomes, but this is

achieved while still retaining single-member dis-

tricts for about half of all legislators. This is why

such systems are officially known as “personalized

PR” in Germany, and as “mixed member propor-

tional” (MMP) in New Zealand. In contrast, super-

position systems do not result in outcomes that are

significantly more proportional.21

A survey, conducted in the mid-1990s, of 166

countries with working parliaments found 59

using the plurality rule, 25 with a majority system

(either two-ballot or alternative voting), 56 using

PR and 25 using a mixed system.22 The number of

countries using mixed systems has increased dra-

matically in the 1990s.

Among other electoral formulas, the majority

system must be ruled out as an alternative by any-

one trying to respond to the criticisms of first-past-

the-post cited above. A clear lesson from compar-

ative studies is that the outcomes produced by

majority systems are no more proportional than

those produced by first-past-the-post, and are

sometimes even less so, as was amply confirmed

by the projection of the results of the 1997 Cana-

dian election using the alternative vote.

Mixed systems have been most often advocated in

Canada as alternatives to the existing system,

because they offer the advantage of adding some dose

of PR while keeping the single-member districts

familiar to Canadians. However, numerous and sub-

stantially different variants have been put forward.23

What Impact Would PR Have
on the Canadian Political
Process?

T his section explores the likely conse-

quences of proportional representa-

tion for crucial features of the Cana-

dian political system. The focus is on two options
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cate PR as a kind of affirmative action measure to

guarantee the presence of more women legisla-

tors.27 It is untrue, as some have argued, that the

first-past-the post system blocks women’s access to

Parliament. The number of women in the House

of Commons now hovers around 20 percent, a sig-

nificant increase compared with the all-male

House elected in the 1968 election. Significant

variation in the number of women among PR leg-

islatures sheds some doubt as to whether PR alone

guarantees the presence of women legislators.

This led the Jenkins commission to conclude in

its 1998 report that the evidence linking PR to

women MPs was “not overwhelmingly strong.”28

Much depends on the extent to which political par-

ties give priority to the inclusion of women on

their slates of candidates. In the short term, PR in

Canada would likely lead to more women in Par-

liament, though the percentage is likely to

increase in the future whichever electoral system

is used. 

Certain ethnic and cultural groups would lose

the advantage they now arguably derive from their

concentration in some smaller metropolitan rid-

ings. On the other hand, they might have some of

their own included on party PR lists.

Less regional polarization in Parliament
PR would ensure that party caucuses include

some representatives from most major provinces,

provided, of course, they secure some minimum

electoral support there. More specifically, PR

would break the Liberals’ present monopoly over

Ontario seats, which was a crucial factor in their

back-to-back majority victories in the 1990s.29 It

would mean that the Canadian Alliance, while

losing some seats in the West, would gain seats in

Canada’s largest province and to some extent alter

the image of the Reform party as a purely West-

ern party.30 Barring a major ideological realign-

ment, it is unlikely, if PR were introduced, that

the Bloc would be interested in even running can-

impact of PR on Canada’s system of governance,

which will depend on decisions made by a myriad

of political actors.

In these areas, the experience of countries

where PR has been operating for generations is rel-

evant, though it should not be transposed slav-

ishly. The real world of PR encompasses dozens of

countries, from the inauspicious cases of Italy and

Israel to the more reassuring examples provided

by Germany and the Scandinavian countries. We

should resist the temptation to systematically

assume rosy scenarios, if only because the occa-

sionally wild expectations of reformers have often

been shattered by the actual operation of the sys-

tems they ardently advocated.25 

A more representative Parliament
Parliament, meaning here the House of Com-

mons, would be more representative, insofar as the

number of seats won by political parties would

more closely match their electoral support. The

number of political parties represented in the

House would probably be higher than it is now, not

necessarily because PR would lead to the frag-

mentation of existing parties, but because the

threshold of admission for new movements like

the Greens would be lower. The range of political

views represented in Parliament would be broader,

and would include viewpoints that Canadians

might find innovative and engaging as well as

some they would find objectionable, should any of

these gather significant support. 

Existing minority parties whose electoral sup-

port is widely spread would no longer be disad-

vantaged compared with parties whose electoral

support is equivalent in size, but concentrated in

specific areas. This would benefit the Progressive

Conservatives and New Democrats.26

Countries with PR systems normally have a

higher proportion of women in legislatures than

countries with plurality or majority systems,

which has led many activists and scholars to advo-
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der. In the second largest Land, Bavaria, the ruling

party would have won a mere 15 percent of the

seats. The use of personalized PR resulted instead

in the Social Democrats winning 37 percent of

Bavarian seats, while the Christian Democrats

were able to win seats in every Land.

This is not to say that PR will solve the crisis of

Canadian federalism. The strong presence of a

region within the federal executive, bureaucracy

and judiciary does not necessarily dampen aspi-

rations for regional autonomy, as shown by the

rise of separatism in Quebec over the past 30 years.

Many regional champions expect far more than

mere inclusion in federal decision-making cir-

cles. However, the presence of a sizable group of

cabinet ministers from these regions is likely to

weaken their case: we can only imagine how dis-

enchanted with federalism Quebecers would have

been if their presence in the federal cabinet had

been as weak for one or two decades as it was for

a brief time after the 1957 and 1979 election.

Less emphasis on constituency work for MPs
Would PR change the job description of MPs?

Here, the two PR systems should be distinguished.

Full-fledged PR would substitute large, multi-

member districts for smaller, single-member dis-

tricts. German-style PR would mean — assuming

the total number of seats in the Commons

remained around 300 — that half the MPs, possi-

bly more, would continue to be returned from sin-

gle-member districts, but that these districts would

be twice as large as existing ones. The PR members

would likely be returned from province-wide dis-

tricts, except in Ontario and Quebec where the cre-

ation of regional “top-up areas” would probably

emerge as the most appropriate solution.

In both cases, the job description of MPs would

be affected, but to different degrees. If all MPs were

elected in larger multi-member districts, they

would find it more difficult to control their district

associations than they do now with smaller, sin-

didates outside Quebec, or that the Canadian

Alliance would secure more than a handful of

votes in Quebec.

PR would provide all parties but the Bloc

Québécois with more regionally balanced cau-

cuses. It would become more difficult for Ontario

or Quebec MPs to secure the inflated one-third of

the ruling party caucus that the Quebec Tories

achieved in 1988, the one-half that the Quebec Lib-

erals achieved in 1980, or the two-thirds that the

Ontario Liberals now enjoy. 

This, in turn, would encourage parties to

develop policies more palatable to all regions

rather than engaging in “Churchill strategies.” On

election night, regional variations would be accu-

rately reflected in the distribution of seats, rather

than being exaggerated, as was the case in 1979,

1980, and 1997. This consideration was a major

factor in the decision taken in Belgium in 1899 to

introduce PR, and was successful for a long time

in reducing the polarization that existed previ-

ously under a majority system between Flemish

Catholic and Walloon Liberal or Socialist areas.31

PR would resolve the deep-seated problem of

regional polarization in federal elections, a phe-

nomenon the Pépin-Robarts Commission claimed

was a harbinger of the break-up of federations.32

After the 1984 election, many thought regional

polarization to be dead following Brian Mul-

roney’s sweeping victory with a majority of both

votes and seats in each and every province and ter-

ritory. Yet this appears to have been a short inter-

lude, with polarization resurfacing later with a

vengeance. 

The results of the 1998 German election illus-

trate very well how regional polarization can be

reduced by PR. The Social Democrats won almost

65 percent of single-member district seats

(elected, as in Canada, under first-past-the post

rules). Without the addition of corrective seats, the

opposition Christian Democrats would have been

shut out in no less than seven of Germany’s 16 Län-
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of Representatives and the Canadian House of

Commons. In the former, parties exhibit much

less cohesion at congressional roll-calls than

members of other legislatures, a pattern of behav-

iour that has prevailed for over a century.35 In

Canada, the same electoral system now coincides

with relatively tight party discipline, yet our par-

ties were much less cohesive during the second

half of the nineteenth century.36

There is no reason to believe that individual MPs

would have much more freedom and clout if PR were

introduced. Disciplined parties appear to be the

norm in all democratic countries except the United

States, irrespective of the electoral system used.37

Party discipline is no less stringent within Cana-

dian governing parties in minority than in major-

ity situations.38 Indeed, at times it has been more

stringent in the former. The practice in PR countries

is for interparty negotiations to take place at the

cabinet level, with MPs from all sides expected to

accept the outcomes reached by their leaders. If the

electoral fortunes of candidates rested on their

party-determined position on party lists, parties

would arguably be in an even better position to exact

conformity from their followers in parliament. Fur-

ther, MPs breaking with their respective parties

would have more difficulty getting re-elected as

independents in substantially enlarged districts.

No more single-party majority governments
If the past is any guide, single-party majority

governments like those we have had for most of

our history would likely become exceptional. The

experience of PR countries suggests that single-

party majority governments would become rare

interludes in a long succession of minority and

coalition governments. Indeed, in countries

where coalition government is the norm, it is not

infrequent for a party having secured a majority

on its own to maintain its earlier alliance with

smaller parties, in anticipation of a return to the

standard pattern. 

gle-member district associations. Campaigning

might become more onerous, unless candidates

from each party informally decided to focus on a

portion of the district. Constituency work, an

activity which absorbs much energy and

enhances the self-esteem of many MPs, would be

affected by PR. In a full-fledged PR system, mem-

bers would no longer be the sole district MP, but

would face competition, within a wider territory,

of other MPs from their own or other parties.

There is no guarantee that within a wider district

all areas would be equally covered, since most or

all MPs could end up residing in a major urban

centre. In mixed rural-urban districts, residents of

outlying areas might be less likely to have a mem-

ber close at hand. This is not a major problem in

most PR countries, because constituency case-

work is a less prevalent practice. 

A German-style system would maintain the

close relationship between MPs and their enlarged

constituencies, but would create a second layer of

representation. As such, it is open to the often-

made (but rarely substantiated) charge that mixed

systems produce two warring “classes” of MPs. How

the two categories would interact cannot be pre-

dicted with absolute certainty, but it is worth

pointing out that in the two dozen countries with

mixed systems, no tensions are reported.33 In New

Zealand, however, PR members are perceived by

some to be “second-class” MPs,34 though in practice

there is little to substantiate that perception. 

No less party discipline 
Currently members are constrained by party

ties, and some, together with many observers of

Parliament, find party discipline too constraining

and are pushing for a higher number of free votes.

Would PR lead to a relaxation of party discipline? 

Little change should be expected on that front.

There is no clearcut correlation between party dis-

cipline and single-member district systems, as

exemplified by the contrast between the US House
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Saskatchewan had a Tory-dominated “Coopera-

tive” coalition during the Depression years under

Anderson (1929-1934), while a Liberal joined the

NDP Cabinet following the inconclusive 1999

election. Bracken’s long premiership in Mani-

toba included a lengthy period of coalition gov-

ernment. An encouraging feature is that most of

these coalition governments lasted for the full

life of a legislature. 

Despite our own limited experience in this

field, coalition government is well entrenched in

most democratic countries, including some with

majority systems like France and Australia, and

Canadians could derive inspiration from the prac-

tices that have been developed elsewhere.41

Less durable Cabinets
Our experience with minority governments (as

opposed to coalitions) strongly suggests that if

these became the norm under a PR system, gov-

ernments would be less durable. Since 1867,

minority governments in Ottawa have lasted an

average of less than 20 months, compared with

more than 50 months for majority governments.

There is no reason to believe that minority gov-

ernments, if they were formed in a PR context,

would be any more lasting. 

As our experience with coalition governments

in Ottawa is quite limited, we must turn to the

experience of other countries to see whether coali-

tion governments would survive longer. In their

study, Laver and Schofield found single-party

minority governments to have lasted an average of

19 months in office, compared with 33 for mini-

mal winning coalitions and 45 for majority gov-

ernments.42 There was no evidence that coalitions

had become more durable over time.43 True, one

can cite examples of cabinets in PR countries last-

ing for the full duration of a legislature, of heads

of governments serving aggregate terms compa-

rable to those served by many Canadian prime

ministers,44 or even of coalitions lasting for

Though Canadian parties have some experi-

ence of single-party minority governments (8 of

the 23 elections held since 1921 have produced

such outcomes), the latter would probably not

become the standard government formula. So far,

they have been resorted to as a temporary expedi-

ent by parties, in the hope that the ensuing elec-

tion would produce a majority. The latter scenario

is plausible with the first-past-the-post system

(three elections39 since 1921 resulted in a majority

for the incumbent minority government), as gain-

ing only a few percentage points of the popular

vote may well be enough to reach a majority of

seats. Under PR, this is unlikely.

The experience of PR countries also suggests

that coalitions would be more frequent than

minority governments. For the years 1945 to 1987,

Laver and Schofield found an almost two-to-one

ratio in European cabinets.40 In this regard, much

would depend on the constitutional rules govern-

ing cabinet formation. It is easier for minority

governments to be formed and to endure if no for-

mal vote of investiture in parliament is required

for a new cabinet to be appointed. By the same

logic, mechanisms like that provided by s. 49 of the

French Constitution, whereby cabinets can be

censured by the Assembly only by an absolute

majority of its membership, with the votes in

favour of censure being the only ones to be counted

(which means that abstentions are implicitly

counted as supporting the cabinet), would facili-

tate the survival of minority administrations.

If coalitions became the norm, Canadians

would find little guidance in their own parlia-

mentary history as to how to operate them.

Ottawa’s experience with coalitions is uninspir-

ing, being limited to the Borden Unionist coali-

tion of 1917-1920. Ontario had a coalition of

United Farmers and Labour under Drury (1919-

1923). British Columbia was ruled by a coalition

of Liberals and Conservatives from 1941 to 1952

under John Hart and afterwards Byron Johnson.
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the deficiencies of the Canadian federation, not to

support, or be part of, the federal cabinet. In the

present context, it seems doubtful the Bloc would

be a willing coalition partner, or would be

accepted as such by the other parties. The Cana-

dian Alliance would probably be more eager to

join a coalition. How other parties would react is

uncertain. If both the Canadian Alliance and the

Bloc, with approximately 30 percent of the seats

in the House, were deemed unpalatable coalition

partners by the other three, the range of govern-

ment formulas would be limited and cabinets

would be more fragile.

Weaker Prime Ministers
In the long run, PR would probably erode the

authority of the prime minister within cabinet. At

present, prime ministers enjoy a very strong posi-

tion and are acknowledged to be far more than

primus inter pares. Compared to their counterparts

in Britain, Australia and New Zealand, Canadian

prime ministers have stayed longer in office and

have been immune (so far) to cabinet or caucus

revolts,47 probably because their status as party

leaders derives from elected delegates at a party

convention or direct election by party members,

rather than from a caucus decision. This predom-

inance also results from their position as leaders

of the sole ruling party and from the existence of

crucial powers commonly acknowledged to be

personal prerogatives of the prime minister, like

recommending the convocation or dissolution of

Parliament, and making appointments to the

bureaucracy, the judiciary and the Senate. 

These prerogatives would survive intact in

minority single-party cabinets, though the more

precarious position of the cabinet as a whole

would affect their use. In coalition cabinets, many

ministers would belong to a party other than the

prime minister’s and would have more complex

loyalties. The list of the prime minister’s personal

prerogatives is then likely to diminish. In the long

decades (like the Swiss four-party coalition that

has run the country for the last 40 years). Yet the

possibility remains that party fragmentation, cou-

pled with the presence in Parliament of parties

deemed “extremist” and systematically shunned

as coalition partners, can combine to produce a

succession of short-lived governments. Cases like

Israel, Italy, the French Fourth Republic and Fin-

land, where governments have on average been

short-lived,45 are not necessarily typical of out-

comes under PR, but they are possible.

Coalitions are inherently more fragile than sin-

gle-party majority governments and are more

likely to break up during the life of a parliament

or to lead to early elections. When an unpopular

decision has to be made, it is tempting for the jun-

ior partner to withdraw support in the hope of

escaping voters’ vengeance. When an unforeseen

issue arises, coalition partners may find their

respective positions irreconciliable and dissolve

their partnership.

It is difficult to gauge how Canadians would

react to this new pattern of parliamentary politics.

Criticisms have been voiced in recent decades

about governments having too much power, the

executive dominating Parliament and the prime

minister behaving like an elected monarch.46 PR

would likely make governments more fragile, but

this may be what many Canadians actually want,

especially if it means governments are more will-

ing to listen and compromise. It is striking that

Australia, the country where the working of the

Westminster model arouses the least opposition,

is also the only one where the power of the ruling

party or coalition is checked by a PR-elected sec-

ond chamber rarely controlled by the government

party or coalition.

Assuming the next elections return the same

parties we now have, cabinet formation and sur-

vival would be made more complex by the pres-

ence of the Canadian Alliance and the Bloc Québé-

cois. The latter was created in order to highlight
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countries, parties make such pre-election com-

mitments. In the absence of party statements on

their coalition partners, the feeling may develop

among the electorate that the people’s role at elec-

tions amounts merely to “redistributing the cards”

between political elites, while the most crucial

decision of forming a government is in practice

transferred to the latter. An even worse scenario

can be imagined, where pivotal parties choose to

ally with other parties in defiance of their own

pre-election public statements (as occurred in

New Zealand in 1996) or even to switch sides in the

middle of the life of a parliament (as the West Ger-

man Liberals did in 1982). 

An encouraging consideration is that in these

two cases, the “slippery partner” suffered losses in

the ensuing election, thus deterring many politi-

cians who would be tempted to emulate this

behaviour.

No evidence that governance would be worse
It is still largely accepted in Canada, especially

among political elites, that the first-past-the-post

system, while distorting to some extent the repre-

sentation of parties in Parliament, should be main-

tained because the stable and effective cabinets it

produces ultimately ensure better governance. 

Most Canadian elections have resulted in

majority governments. Parliaments with no sin-

gle-party majority have been typically short inter-

ludes managed by a single-party administration

biding its time before it could call another elec-

tion in the hopes of securing a majority. Except in

the 1920s and in the 1960s, there have been few

back-to-back minority parliaments that might

have entrenched minority governments or coali-

tions as standard government formulas. Since

1980, no election has failed to return a majority

government.

In such cabinets, decisions can be made

quickly. It is easier to reach consensus within the

confines of a cabinet composed of people belong-

run, junior coalition partners are unlikely to tol-

erate appointments to the bureaucracy, the Senate

or the bench being made secretly by a single indi-

vidual. They are likely to insist on some kind of

sharing of order-in-council appointments. They

might even have a veto on the prime minister’s

appointment.48

Inasmuch as prime ministers wield too much

power, PR would likely make our cabinet system

more collegial and less monarchic in its operation

and style.

The relationship between election results and
government formation

It has been argued that first-past-the-post

empowers the electorate to select rulers “directly,”

since elections normally result in a clear major-

ity for one party with a recognized leader and

clear policy positions, instead of leading to nego-

tiations between parties as to what kind of coali-

tion will be formed, who will lead it and what that

government will do. 

There is much truth in this argument, though

most of the time a “clearcut” outcome reflects the

will of only a plurality of the electorate. However,

malapportionment of electoral districts or exces-

sive concentration of a party’s vote in some dis-

tricts at times lead to majority governments that

do not even rest on a plurality of the popular vote,

as is the case now in Quebec and British Columbia.

This unquestionably amounts to a serious distor-

tion, some would say a denial, of the voters’ will. 

Under PR, voters would have a less direct say in

government formation than they now do. Govern-

ments would be formed after the election through

negotiations between parties, taking into account,

of course, each party’s respective strength. Lead-

ers may state in advance of polling day with which

party they would ally — or not ally — but there

would be no legal obligation for them to do so.

There does not appear to have been any system-

atic survey determining to what extent, in PR
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not perform less well than countries with plural-

ity systems on a number of important indicators.

On average, countries with plurality systems have

a lower incidence of political riots, but a higher

incidence of political deaths than PR countries.

On crucial economic indicators like economic

growth, inflation and unemployment, countries

with majoritarian systems do not, on average, out-

perform PR countries. In other words, there is evi-

dence that PR leads to less durable executives, but

no evidence that durable executives produce bet-

ter policies. Indeed, some data point to the oppo-

site conclusion. “Majoritarian governments,”

Lijphart writes, “may be able to make decisions

faster than consensus governments, but fast deci-

sions are not necessarily wise decisions.”50

Lijphart’s conclusions are an important mile-

stone in the age-old debate between supporters of

PR and advocates of majoritarian systems, a

debate that had become largely repetitive by the

1980s. His findings are grounded on the analysis

of as many as 36 stable democracies, small and

large, while the conventional wisdom tended to

focus excessively on a few large and dysfunctional

PR countries. Methodologically, they are based on

factual quantitative indicators rather than on

impressionistic evidence. To date, no systematic

rebuttal has been provided by supporters of the

Westminster model.

Other recent works have also offered a more

positive assessment of governance under non-

majority administrations. Kaare Strom has ana-

lyzed the workings of minority governments in 15

democratic countries in the period from 1945 to

1987. He found that minority governments (either

coalitions or single-party governments) were fre-

quent, accounting for almost 35 percent of all cab-

inets formed. Looking at the performance of

minority governments, he concluded that “con-

trary to conventional wisdom, minority govern-

ments do not perform particularly poorly in

office. While minority governments are less

ing to a single party. Policies that are unpopular

in the short-term but advantageous in the long run

can be pursued. The conventional wisdom then is

that our present system produces firm and deci-

sive leadership. For many Canadians, this is to be

equated with good governance.

Until the 1970s, this was the accepted wisdom

among students of comparative government. The

Westminster system was widely acknowledged to

be the most successful variant of parliamentari-

anism. After all, it originated in one of the most

powerful countries in the world, one where

democracy had successfully withstood the chal-

lenges of the interwar period. 

However, more recent literature casts serious

doubts on the governance advantages that sup-

posedly derive from single-party majority gov-

ernments. Simple assumptions that were deemed

self-evident and accepted without question, have

recently been tested and found wanting. The argu-

ment advanced by perceptive observers of French

politics before 1958 like André Siegfried and Ray-

mond Aron, namely that cabinet instability, while

perhaps exposing a country to ridicule, is less

harmful for governance than many assume, has

been re-stated. There is, it turns out, no statistical

evidence that economic growth in majoritarian

countries is higher, or that inflation and unem-

ployment are lower. On the whole cabinets are

more stable in majoritarian countries than in PR

countries, but there is no evidence that cabinet

durability results in better governance outputs. 

Arend Lijphart, for one, has attacked the con-

ventional wisdom that assumed the existence of a

trade-off between accurate representation and

good governance.49 Lijphart reaffirms that PR coin-

cides with a more accurate representation of par-

ties in the legislature, a higher proportion of

women, and a higher electoral turnout. He does

not deny that executive durability is higher in

countries with majoritarian electoral systems.

Rather, he presents evidence that PR countries do
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Introducing PR for elections to the House of

Commons might have a coattails effect on the

provinces. Assuming it did, there would neverthe-

less be an interval between both sets of changes

during which more fragile federal cabinets would

have to deal with stronger provincial executives.

Except in Quebec,54 little consideration has been

given in recent years to PR in the provinces,

despite striking anomalies like governing parties

being returned to office in Saskatchewan (1986),

British Columbia (1996) and Quebec (1998) with

a smaller proportion of the vote than the main

opposition party. 

It is not, however, necessarily the case that PR

would result in less assertive federal cabinets in

the field of federal-provincial relations. It is true

that Ottawa’s most prolonged succession of minor-

ity administrations (1962-1968) coincided with a

more accommodative attitude with the provinces,

as exemplified by the pensions deal of 1964, the

abortive Fulton-Favreau formula which granted

every province a constitutional veto, or the estab-

lishment of the Royal Commission on Bilingual-

ism and Biculturalism. But it is also true that

Trudeau’s attitude toward provincial governments

does not appear to have been markedly more

accommodating while he was heading a minority

cabinet from 1972 to 1974, as exemplified by his

energy policy. Further, Mulroney’s very large

majority in the Commons during his first term

coincided with one of the most accommodative

eras in federal-provincial relations, which

included the mothballing of the National Energy

Program and the negotiation of the Meech Lake

Accord. One is tempted to conclude that in this

field, much more depends on the character and

beliefs of the federal prime minister than on the

extent of his or her support in the Commons.

Even if federal cabinets were weaker, however,

this might be counterbalanced to some extent by

an increase in their representativeness. More

broadly-based federal cabinets might weaken the

durable than majority coalitions, they fare better

at the polls and resign under more favourable cir-

cumstances. [They] perform best in those political

systems where they are most common, and least

well where they are most rare.”51 Following a more

detailed examination of minority governments in

Italy and Norway, he concluded that “at least in

these countries, minority governments are just as

effective as majority coalitions.”52

The thrust of this analysis is that many Cana-

dians’ instinctive preference for majority govern-

ments and distaste for coalitions or minority gov-

ernments rest on shaky foundations. Even if

cabinets were shorter-lived than they now are, it is

far from certain that Canada’s governance would

perforce be negatively affected.

The federal/provincial balance
Any examination of the consequences of intro-

ducing PR federally must take into account the fact

that Canada is a federation with powerful provinces

and a strong secessionist movement, where federal-

provincial relations tend to be conducted in an

adversarial mode. Indeed, in 1983, former Clerk of

the Privy Council Gordon Robertson described

Canada as “the most quarrelsome” among major

federations, and this remains true today. 

Would a succession of short-lived administra-

tions in Ottawa, facing strong single-party major-

ity administrations in the provinces, hamper the

stature of the federal government? It is difficult to

derive significant insights from the experience of

other federations because the same electoral sys-

tem tends to prevail at both levels in federal coun-

tries, either because such congruence is constitu-

tionally mandated (as in Austria), or because the

federal and state legislatures have freely opted for

the same kind of system, as in Switzerland.53 This

pattern is probably due to the assumption that

electors will be overwhelmed by the existence of

two systems using different rules and criteria to

elect national and state legislators. 
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region which puts all its eggs in the same basket

may secure two kinds of results: either strong rep-

resentation within the winning party (as Quebec

usually got), or very weak representation, as in

1917, 1957 and 1979. In the latter scenario, a region

will find itself with a limited number of cabinet

seats, or must rely on expedients like ministers sit-

ting in the Senate, which in retrospect does not

seem to have been an effective substitute either for

Quebec (1979-80) or for the Western provinces

(1980-84). PR, on the other hand, would guarantee

each major party (with the possible exception of

the Canadian Alliance) a minimum number of

seats from Quebec, and would substantially reduce

the likelihood of the province being severely

underrepresented in Cabinet.

Second, one might doubt whether massive one-

party contingents from Quebec will be frequently

elected again. The Liberals’ historic dominance of

federal elections in Quebec rested during the

1970s and the early 1980s on the decision of sup-

porters of Quebec sovereignty to stay away from

the federal arena. This factor appears to have con-

tributed strongly to Trudeau’s lopsided victories,

at a time when the PQ was doing well on the

provincial scene but was unwilling to divert its

energies to federal elections. Many PQ supporters

abstained, deliberately spoiled their ballots, voted

for fringe parties like the Rhinoceros Party, or dis-

persed their vote more or less strategically among

the Conservatives, the Créditistes, the New

Democrats, or even the Liberals.

Since 1990, supporters of Quebec sovereignty

have had their own party on the federal scene,

fully backed by their provincial allies. A return to

Liberal ascendancy in Quebec and the election of

massive Liberal contingents from that province

appear unlikely unless the sovereignty option

vanishes completely from the Quebec political

scene. The most likely scenario for the near future

is that the electorate in Quebec will remain frag-

mented and that there will continue to be a sub-

claim of some premiers, when facing a federal cab-

inet including no minister from their own

province, to be the true spokesperson for provin-

cial interests. William Irvine, one of the leading

advocates of PR in the late 1970s, argued that PR,

by increasing the representativeness of the federal

government, might spare Ottawa massive trans-

fers of powers to the provinces.

Quebec and francophones
How would PR affect francophones in general

and Quebec in particular? PR would not change

the proportion of Quebec seats, which would

remain governed by section 51 of the Constitution

Act, 1867. However, it would alter the shape of

political representation in that province and oth-

ers. Bakvis and Macpherson have documented the

fact that Quebec’s “block vote” made a substantial

difference to the outcome of many Canadian elec-

tions throughout the 20th century.55 This resulted

not only from the sheer weight of Quebec seats

(between 25 and 29 percent of the total, depend-

ing on the election) but also from the fact that

Quebecers tended historically to support mas-

sively a specific political party, thus enhancing

the chances of that party forming the government.

An extreme illustration of this occurred in 1980

when all but one of Quebec’s 75 seats went to the

Liberals, allowing this party to form the govern-

ment despite trailing in all other provinces com-

bined. For the next four years, more than half of

the ruling party caucus came from Quebec. While

the Liberals’ share of the vote in Quebec was

already high (68 percent), only the first-past-the-

post system could translate it into 98.6 percent of

the seats. In this sense, PR would reduce Quebec’s

clout — or for that matter the clout of any major

province engaging in block voting to the extent

Quebec did until 1984. 

Before rushing to the conclusion that PR would

hamper Quebec, two notes of caution must be

added. First, block voting is a risky game, as any
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preparing their lists of candidates. By this rea-

soning, a German-style mixed system, by keep-

ing single-member seats, would help to preserve

the representation of Acadians.

The role of the Senate
Two important constraints influence the

impact of the Senate on the political process. The

first, that Senators are appointed rather than

directly elected, diminishes the clout of the Sen-

ate insofar as most Canadians believe it is illegiti-

mate for a chamber so constituted to oppose the

government on major issues. This would not be

affected by PR. The second constraint depends on

whether the Senate is dominated by the govern-

ment or the opposition: experience suggests that

the Senate is much more likely to be assertive

when the government has no majority “up there,”

as exemplified by the behaviour of Senators from

1984 to 1990 and to a lesser extent from 1994 to

1996. As long as the Senate continues to be made

up almost exclusively of members from both tra-

ditional parties, coalition governments including

those parties can expect a cooperative attitude

from Senators. Coalitions excluding those two par-

ties can expect a rough time in the Senate until

they have appointed enough of their own in that

chamber. It is likely, furthermore, that junior

coalition partners will sooner or later insist on

some share of Senate appointments, thus leading

to a more broadly representative Senate than is

presently the case.

The Governor General
Governors general are appointed and may be

dismissed by the Queen at the personal request of

the prime minister. Their political influence is

extremely modest, notably because most elections

produce clearcut results, and because even in

minority contexts, refusing to follow the prime

minister’s advice in the use of the reserve powers

is assumed — rightly — to be highly risky. In coali-

tion cabinets, junior partners might challenge the

stantial number of Bloc Québécois members in

the House of Commons. 

PR would have been helpful to the Bloc Québé-

cois had it existed in the 1970s, but would likely be

detrimental to the Bloc now. First, it would elimi-

nate the advantage the Bloc has derived at the pre-

vious two elections from the division of the feder-

alist vote between the Liberals and the Progressive

Conservatives. It would increase the likelihood of

prominent Quebec federalists being elected in

heavily francophone areas, thus undermining the

Bloc’s claim to speak for Quebec’s francophones.

PR would also diminish a handicap that afflicts the

Liberals and benefits the Bloc, namely the exces-

sive concentration of Liberal support in English-

speaking areas of Quebec. This phenomenon,

which is replicated to an even greater degree on

the provincial scene, largely explains why the

nearly equal vote shares for the Bloc and Liberals

in the 1997 election (37.9 percent vs. 36.7 percent)

were not matched in terms of seats (44 Bloc MPs

vs. 26 Liberals). The massive majorities won — and

thus votes wasted — by the Liberals in western

Montreal provide the explanation. 

On the other hand, PR might reduce the like-

lihood of francophones being elected from

provinces other than Quebec. The reasoning here

is that PR implies much larger electoral districts,

and much would depend on the willingness of

parties (not only national leaders, but also local

activists) to include French-speaking candidates

on top positions on their lists. For example, under

its present boundaries and linguistic profile,

Ottawa-Vanier can be expected to return a fran-

cophone MP, but the same result would be less

certain in a larger constituency including the

whole city of Ottawa and its satellite communi-

ties, where francophones make up about 10 per-

cent of the population. If New Brunswick were a

single PR constituency electing 10 members, Aca-

dian representation could also be reduced,

depending on decisions made by parties while
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is now discredited, though it may have some valid-

ity for emerging democracies.56 This argument

was inspired by an analysis that focused exces-

sively on the experiences of Weimar Germany and

interwar Italy. It overlooked the fact that in many

PR countries like Switzerland, the Low Countries

and Scandinavia, democracy survived quite well

the challenges of the interwar period. A recent

survey of historical works on democratic break-

downs during the interwar period revealingly

makes no mention of PR.57

Scenarios for the Introduction
of PR

I n what kind of circumstances can we fore-

see PR being introduced in Canada? So-

called “rational choice models” assume

that PR will be accepted when the party or parties

in power reach the conclusion that this system will

work to their advantage. This has been the case,

notably, of ruling parties that were anticipating

oblivion at the next election under a plurality or

a majority system. PR could also, however, be

imposed on politicians by the voters through a ref-

erendum. Finally, one can imagine PR being

forced on Parliament by court rulings.

The parties
None of the parties represented in the Com-

mons has pressed very hard for reform of the elec-

toral system. Nonetheless, all but the Liberals have

shown some interest in the topic, as expressed by

the adoption of resolutions at national conven-

tions over the past three years.58

The Progressive Conservatives and the New

Democrats agree that electoral system reform is

an ”important issue.” Both these parties and the

Canadian Alliance cite proportional representa-

tion as a possible solution. In addition, the Con-

servatives add a run-off system as a possible alter-

native while the Alliance mentions the single

right of the prime minister to personally recom-

mend appointments to Rideau Hall.

Would PR, by multiplying hung parliaments,

provide an opportunity for the governor general

to play a more active role in the selection of the

prime minister, as parliamentary presidents have

in some PR countries? Probably not. The trend in

the latter, including New Zealand, is for party lead-

ers to negotiate between themselves, and for the

head of state to be informed of their conclusions

and to act accordingly. Unlike hereditary mon-

archs or directly or indirectly elected presidents,

the governor general may be dismissed by the

Queen at any time on the recommendation of the

prime minister. This should dampen any tempta-

tion by the governor general to act as a referee,

either in cabinet formation or with regards to the

dissolution of Parliament.

The judiciary
The relative position of the judiciary in the

Canadian political system would not be directly

affected by PR, as it derives from constitutional

provisions. The only possible influence has to do

with the appointment of judges. Junior coalition

partners would probably insist on having a more

decisive input in judicial appointments, or on a

more open selection procedure involving public

hearings by Commons committees. 

No threat to the survival of democracy
Some still fear that PR would endanger the very

survival of democracy. A quick succession of short-

lived cabinets might give the public the impres-

sion that anarchy prevails at the highest level of

the state, and the country could become a laugh-

ing-stock abroad. At worst, the working of parlia-

mentary government under PR might  be

unfavourably contrasted by the public with the

firm and decisive leadership of earlier monarchs

or dictators, thus discrediting democracy itself. 

The argument that PR can lead to democratic

breakdown, quite popular in the 1940s and 1950s,
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though not very powerful, Senate. Presently, the

trade-off PR would produce between a weaker Lib-

eral representation in Ontario and a stronger Lib-

eral representation elsewhere is unattractive for

Ontario Liberals, as it seemed in the early 1980s

for the then strong contingent of Quebec Liberals.

Those Liberals whose chances of election would be

enhanced by PR are simply not in Parliament to

make their case, while those who would be

adversely affected by it now dominate the Liberal

caucus. 

However, these circumstances might change.

One can imagine, for example, the Liberals losing

their majority in the Commons at a subsequent

election while remaining the strongest party, and

being forced to conclude an alliance with the Pro-

gressive Conservatives or the New Democrats. As

these two parties now have everything to gain

from electoral reform, either might try to exact the

introduction of PR in exchange for its participa-

tion in a Liberal-led coalition. Whether the Liber-

als would accept a change of this magnitude is, to

say the least, uncertain — because PR would

entrench the stronger bargaining position of the

smaller parties. Further, it is not certain that the

Tories or the NDP would push strongly for PR in

this kind of context: both might imagine that their

misfortunes throughout the 1990s have been a

temporary setback and that a dramatic rise in

their popular support in the future will bring them

to the plateau (about 30 percent of the vote or

higher, familiar terrain to the Tories) where any

party can expect to gain from the plurality system. 

The referendum route
The circumstances that led to the introduction

of MMP (mixed member proportional system) in

New Zealand, and of a mixed system in Italy, have

led many supporters of PR to envisage a different

scenario, whereby voters would force PR on a

reluctant but thoroughly discredited political

class. In New Zealand, two referendums held in

transferable ballot. The Bloc Québécois cau-

tiously envisages the introduction of some meas-

ure of PR, though this clearly refers to the elec-

toral system of an independent Quebec rather

than of a reformed Canada. 

Specific concerns expressed by both the NDP

and the Conservatives about the existing system

include its unfairness, to which New Democrats

add regional polarization. The Conservatives are

also concerned about the extent of prime minis-

terial power under the existing system. The

Alliance is the only one that has promised to sub-

mit a new electoral system to voters in a referen-

dum. None of these parties, however, has a plat-

form as specific as the Green Party, which in 1998

endorsed a German-style mixed system. The

Greens are also the only party to cite the increased

representation of women and minorities as an

advantage of their proposal.

Policy statements by opposition parties reveal

at least some awareness that a problem exists and

should be addressed one way or another. However,

they should be taken for what they are: stands

couched in fairly general terms that may or may

not be implemented once in office. For example,

the Parti Québécois has been committed to a

reform of the provincial electoral system since

1970 and has been in office with a majority for a

total of 15 years since then. Yet it has failed to

deliver so far and has shown no intention of doing

so since its return to power in 1994. 

The introduction of PR by the existing Liberal

administration appears unlikely at this point.

Despite the sympathy Pierre Trudeau expressed

for some dose of PR after his temporary retire-

ment as Liberal leader in 1979, the Liberals have

subsequently shown no interest in the matter,

even during the period (1980-1984) when the

paucity of their representation in the Western

provinces was perceived as a serious problem.

Indeed, Liberal backbenchers at that time even

resisted the introduction of PR for an elected,
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A Charter challenge 
A final scenario is the imposition of PR by the

courts, in response to a Charter challenge. At first

sight, the Charter of Rights and Freedoms seems

silent on the issue; the only mention is in section

42(1)(a) of the Constitution Act 1982, which calls

for “the principle of proportionate representation

of provinces in the House of Commons prescribed

by the Constitution of Canada.” This, however,

refers exclusively to the redistribution of seats

between provinces, not to the representation of

parties in the House. 

Yet the “right to vote” guaranteed by section 3 of

the Charter was given an unexpectedly broad

meaning by a British Columbia court in 1989 in

the Dixon Case. The court held that it encompassed

a “right to equality of voting power” that would be

violated by blatant disparities in the population of

electoral districts, an approach upheld (though

qualified) by the Supreme Court of Canada. The

argument might be made, then, that if the right to

vote is breached by serious malapportionment of

electoral districts which dilutes the voting power

of ridings with above-average populations, it is

also breached by an electoral system that provides

electors who vote for smaller parties with little or

no representation. 

Nobody can predict how this kind of argument,

presented in a more elaborate way, would fare in

court. Yet this avenue for change exists, it has

recently been explored in greater detail in a law

journal,59 and could conceivably be successful in

the future.

Conclusions

T here is no perfect electoral system, as

evidenced by the continued use of

both PR and of majority or plurality

systems in established democracies, as well as by

the spread throughout the 1990s of mixed systems

the early 1990s, the second binding on Parlia-

ment, established that the public preferred MMP

to the existing plurality system and other alter-

natives, and despite its own misgivings the gov-

ernment of the day had no choice but to comply.

In Italy, voters took advantage of the popular ini-

tiative — and of the discrediting of politicians fol-

lowing the tangentopoli scandal — to trigger a ref-

erendum on the elimination of the PR element

in the Senate’s electoral system, thus forcing par-

liamentarians to review the electoral systems for

both houses.

The New Zealand scenario, which is also

thought to be plausible in Britain, is unlikely in

Canada because of our historical wariness toward

referendums. Moreover, Canada’s political class is

reluctant to provide supporters of PR with a

golden opportunity to argue their case with the

public and possibly win. It does not appear that a

referendum on the issue can be organized with-

out the concurrence of Members of Parliament.

The existing Referendum Act provides only for

referendums on questions “relating to the Consti-

tution of Canada” and even if this wording was

stretched so as to include a (non-binding) refer-

endum on PR, the approval of a majority of mem-

bers of both Houses must be obtained for such a

question to be asked. 

The Italian scenario is even more unlikely

because there is no federal provision allowing cit-

izens to force the holding of a referendum by way

of petition. If such a provision existed, as in British

Columbia, the introduction of PR would become a

possibility. Two crucial variables would condition

the effectiveness of the procedure: the number of

electors required for a petition to be successful,

and whether Parliament would be bound by the

result of the referendum (as in Switzerland for

constitutional amendments) or would be left free

to enact or reject the measure approved by the peo-

ple (as is the case in British Columbia). 
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about the best alternative. The public has some

sympathy for PR, but the issue does not seem to be

an overriding concern. Political circumstances

make the implementation of PR by the present

government unlikely, while its introduction by

the people through a referendum seems improba-

ble. The two most plausible scenarios involve PR

being imposed on the leading party, either by a

smaller party in a minority Parliament or by judi-

cial decision.

Postscript

T his paper was written before the

November 27, 2000 election, which did

not substantially alter the pattern of

regional support for the parties. As has been the

case since the beginning of the 1990s, the per-

formance of the Liberal party throughout the

country (172 seats out of 301) again rests on the

massive support of Ontario (100 seats out of 103)

and masks an even larger deficit in the West (only

14 seats out of 88, one less than in 1997, and 13 less

than in 1993).  Regional polarization was reduced

due to the Liberal advance in the Atlantic

provinces and in Quebec at the expense of the Con-

servatives and New Democrats.  However, the Lib-

erals lost ground in the popular vote in each of the

four Western provinces. The Canadian Alliance,

despite a notable increase in its share of the vote

(from 19 percent to 25 percent) did not achieve a

breakthrough outside the West: all but two of its

MPs are from this region. The Bloc Québécois kept

the majority of seats in Quebec by a hair's breadth,

but trailed the Liberals by 4.3 percent (about

151,000 votes) in the popular vote. The complex

patchwork of the 1997 elections has been replaced

in 2000 with the image of a clear gap between east

and west.

Such a result is unlikely to re-ignite the debate

on electoral reform at this point. Nevertheless, the

that try to secure the best of both worlds. It is sig-

nificant, however, that unlike the 1950s, PR sys-

tems rarely come under fire nowadays, whereas

plurality systems and the Westminster model are

frequently challenged, sometimes successfully, in

the established democracies where they are used.

On balance, in this country and at this time, the

benefits of PR outweigh the disadvantages. Party

caucuses would become more balanced region-

ally, no region would appear to have an over-

whelming say within the government party, and

the formation of regionally representative cabi-

nets would be facilitated. The chief downside, that

large electoral districts would be less suited to con-

stituency work as Canadian MPs have tradition-

ally practiced it, could be offset to a large extent

by opting for a German-style mixed system, with

50 percent or 60 percent of members elected in

single-member districts.

Our cabinet system would be profoundly trans-

formed by PR. Party elites, rather than the straight

will of a plurality of the electorate, would select

the government. Single-party majority govern-

ments would largely disappear and coalitions

would become the standard government formula,

though the formation of single-party minority

governments would not be ruled out. Cabinets

would be less durable, and prime ministers would

lose some of the dominance they now enjoy. 

Contrary to a widely held view, there is no evi-

dence that PR would necessarily lead to a poorer

economic performance or to bad governance

more generally. Governments would devote more

time to cabinet discussions in order to reach agree-

ment between coalition partners, but the deci-

sions so arrived at might prove to be wiser than

some decisions taken impulsively by a prime min-

ister after minimal discussion in cabinet.

For now, the prospects for the introduction of

PR in Canada look bleak. While support for some

form of PR is strong among academics, there is less

consensus among them than in the early 1980s
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fall in support for the Conservatives (from 18.8

percent to 12.2 percent) and for the New Democ-

rats (11.0 percent to 8.5 percent), as well as the

inability of the Canadian Alliance to break

through in Ontario, reinforces the impression that

there exists no serious alternative to the Liberal

party at this stage. With at least two seats in each

province, this party should, without too much dif-

ficulty, be able to construct a cabinet with mini-

mal representation from each region, even if 58

percent of its caucus comes from Ontario and only

eight percent from the West.  Meanwhile, the

turnout rate (at slightly above 60 percent) has

fallen to its lowest level since the institution of uni-

versal suffrage in this country.
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13 See André Blais and Louis Massicotte, “Direct Presidential
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no. 4 (December 1997), pp. 441-55. 
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districts from 1924 to 1956, and province-wide in British
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in different areas.
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Résumé
Pour une réforme du système électoral canadien

Louis Massicotte

Ce document soutient qu’un système élec-
toral de type proportionnel au niveau fédéral
comporterait plus d’avantages que d’incon-
vénients, mais conclut à l’improbabilité d’une
telle évolution dans un avenir prévisible.

Selon la critique la plus souvent formulée à
son endroit, le système actuel nuit à l’unité
canadienne en accentuant les variations
régionales dans la représentation des différents
partis, notre pays semblant ainsi plus polarisé
qu’il ne l’est en réalité. Mais là ne s’arrêtent pas
les reproches. À maintes reprises, notre mode
de scrutin a octroyé le pouvoir à un parti
s o u t e n u  p a r  u n e  m i n o r i t é  s e u l e m e n t
d’électeurs, une situation qu’un nombre gran-
dissant de Canadiens jugent inacceptable. On l’a
aussi accusé de freiner l’accroissement de la
représentation des femmes à la Chambre des
communes et de réduire la participation élec-
torale. Et certains prétendent que vu l’actuel
alignement des partis politiques, il empêchera
longtemps encore toute alternance à la tête du
gouvernement fédéral.

Les modes de scrutin à la majorité absolue (par
exemple, le système à deux tours français et le
vote alternatif australien) ne résoudraient pas
ces problèmes et risqueraient même d’amplifier
les disparités électorales. Les options de réforme
les plus crédibles sont au nombre de deux : a) la
proportionnelle pure et simple, selon laquelle les
sièges sont répartis en proportion des voix
recueillies par chacun des partis dans des cir-
conscriptions comptant plusieurs députés; et b)
un système mixte à l’allemande, qui assure l’élec-
tion d’environ la moitié des députés dans des cir-
conscriptions uninominales, le reste des sièges
étant répartis de façon à ce que chaque parti
obtienne globalement une représentation par-

lementaire proportionnelle au nombre de voix
obtenues.

Dans l’un et l’autre cas, notre Parlement serait
plus représentatif et pourrait compter un plus
grand nombre de femmes. On réduirait la pola-
risation régionale en permettant aux partis de
faire une percée dans les régions où ils sont tra-
ditionnellement plus faibles, bien qu’on ne
puisse conclure que ce changement réglerait à lui
seul la crise du fédéralisme canadien. La propor-
tionnelle pure et simple amoindrirait l’impor-
tance de travail de circonscription des députés,
mais on pourrait atténuer cet effet en adoptant
un système mixte à l’allemande.

La proportionnelle viendrait en outre modi-
fier le système gouvernemental canadien : les
coalitions gouvernementales ou les gouverne-
ments minoritaires deviendraient la règle, la
durée des cabinets serait plus courte et l’autorité
du premier ministre s’en trouverait affaiblie,
notamment en ce qui touche les nominations au
Sénat et à la magistrature. Chaque élection
serait suivie de négociations entre les partis
visant à déterminer la composition du gou-
vernement.

Se fondant sur une recherche comparative, ce
document conteste la croyance répandue voulant
qu’un cabinet majoritaire homogène soit syn-
onyme de bonne gestion. Si on a longtemps invo-
qué à l’encontre de la proportionnelle les exem-
ples extrêmes de pays comme Israël et l’Italie, des
études plus récentes, à la lumière d’indicateurs
comme la croissance du PNB, le taux de chômage,
la fréquence des conflits de travail et l’incidence
de la violence politique, suggèrent fortement que
l’ensemble des pays ayant adopté la proportion-
nelle ne sont pas plus mal gouvernés que ceux qui
utilisent un scrutin majoritaire.
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Summary
Changing the Canadian Electoral System

Louis Massicotte

This paper argues that changing the Cana-

dian electoral system by adopting some form of

proportional representation (PR) would have

more advantages than drawbacks, but concludes

that such a change appears unlikely in the near

future. 

The most common criticism of the existing sys-

tem is that it fosters national division. Regional

variations in party support are exaggerated by the

electoral system, and the country appears more

polarized than it really is. The system has also

been criticized on other grounds. For example, it

often grants power to a party supported by only a

minority among the electorate, a scenario that an

increasing number of Canadians find unaccept-

able. It has been accused of slowing the increase

in women’s representation in the House of Com-

mons and of driving down voter turnout. Some

argue too that the electoral system and current

party alignments together preclude any alterna-

tion in federal office for the foreseeable future. 

Majority systems (the French double-ballot

system and the Australian alternative vote, for

example) will not solve these problems. Indeed,

they might lead to an increase in electoral dis-

tortions. The two most credible reform options

are (a) a full-fledged PR system whereby seats

are distributed in proportion to the votes cast for

parties in multi-member districts, or (b) a Ger-

man-style mixed system where about half the

members are elected in single-member districts,

while the other seats are distributed in propor-

tion to votes obtained.

Should either option be adopted, Parliament

would become more representative and might

include more women. Regional polarization

would be reduced, with parties making inroads in

regions of traditional weakness, although there is

little evidence that this alone would solve the cri-

sis of Canadian federalism. There would be less

emphasis on constituency work for MPs if

straight PR is introduced, though this would be

mitigated under the German option. 

Proportional representation would alter the

Canadian pattern of governance. Coalition govern-

ment or single-party minority governments would

become the rule. Cabinets would be less durable, and

the position of the prime minister in cabinet would

be weakened, especially with regards to appoint-

ments to the Senate and the judiciary. Elections

would be followed by negotiations between parties

to determine the government’s composition. 

Based on comparative research, the paper chal-

lenges the conventional wisdom that equates sta-

ble single-party cabinets with good governance.

While in the past much has been made of extreme

cases like Israel and Italy, more recent research

strongly suggests that, based on indicators like

GNP growth, unemployment and the incidence of

riots and political violence, PR countries as a

whole are no worse governed than countries with

plurality or majority systems. 


